


KIVI is an international company exclusively 
dedicated to the development and 
manufacturing of unique custom SmartTVs.

About Us

1 500 000 +
TVs sold in total

14 countries
in which we distribute

8 years
in TV business

Among many partners of KIVI there are:



Poland

Czech Republic

Hungary Moldova

Georgia

Romania

Bulgaria

Kyrgyzstan

№2Ukraine

Kazakhstan

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Slovakia

The KIVI company had distribution of TVs 
in 19 countries of Europe and Asia in 2023
And currently expanding

Market Share in 2022

Germany

France

Azerbaijan
Armenia

Planned for 2023

Spain

Portugal

Italy

Slovenia

Croatia

Greece

Cyprus

Malta

Austria



New TV line-up teaser
In 2023-2024 KIVI will present its vision of the evolution of the Smart TV 

as a multifunctional device. 



New
Product
Clusters



Kitchen BedroomPlayroom

Brand new TV line-up
“Room by Room”

We are presenting our new extra TV line-up in 2023, designed with special completely 

unique features to meet all customer’s family’s needs and to match certain rooms with 

unique features.



KIVI KidsTV
Ignite imagination and provide endless 
entertainment with our latest TV 
designed exclusively for children. 

BUILD.PLAY.WATCH



Creative 
customization 
with buildable 
block-style frame
Let your kids unleash their creativity 
and create their own unique designs with 
ease with our one-of-a-kind TV design. 



Joy in Every Detail

Place anything 
anywhere 

Immensely 
customizable

Compatible 
with any details









Protective glass  
on the screen
KidsTV screen features a robust 
tempered glass that ensures long-lasting 
durability and safety for the TV device. 

To ensure kids safety –
TV can be fixed on the surface of the table 
with a special tapes in the kit.



Built-in Night Light
KidsTV has its own night light for your kids to feel safe.  

Controlled from TV remote

Creates cozy mood

Сan work while the TV is off

into TV design

Dimmable brightness



Seamless integration 
into TV design



New friendly remote

Label that glows in the dark

Rocker keys

High-quality design and perfect ergonomics

BLE Connectivity  
and Microphone

Easy night light control



AlumiGlow night light

Protective glass 
on the screen

Content for kids 
out of the box

KidsTV
TV designed exclusively for children’s creativity and imagination.

Buildable block-style frame



KIVI KitchenTV
Watch videos or shows from your kitchen 
with previously unprecedented comfort 
and security.



Compact 
full-motion
wall mount
Сustom spring-loaded wall mount
was created  specifically for the KitchenTV.

Maximize countertop space with our wall mount's 
minimal wall occupancy and cable management 
system, ensuring a neat and organized kitchen.

*Based on KIVI research 85% of customers that seek 
for the TV in their kitchen place it on the wall.



Endless options 
on positioning 
Elevate your kitchen experience with the KitchenTV 
wall mount. Designed for culinary spaces, it adjusts 
height and rotates your TV up to 90 degrees 
for perfect viewing angles.

KitchenTV mount stays in the position you’ve set it.



Integrated 
smoke detector
KitchenTV features an integrated smoke detector 
built into the back panel, providing an added layer 
of safety with an audible alarm. 



Hands-free voice control
Just say “OK Google” and search for any content while you are cooking!

Search for desired recipes

Switch to your favorite TV show

Control other smart IoT devices

Check how many calories in your dinner



KitchenTV
Enhance your kitchen experience with 
special cooking content out of the box.

Additional security and comfort features 
allow you to watch content with a 
comfort you have never seen before.

Full motion wall mount in the kit

Hands-free voice control

Smoke detection feature



KIVI BedroomTV
Enhance your bedroom with TV that seamlessly 
combines entertainment and comfort, 
complete with a subtle integrated nightlight.



Perfect
for any bedroom
Upgrade your bedroom with our exclusively 
designed TV for relaxation. Enjoy your favorite 
shows from the comfort of your bed. 

With its sleek design, BedroomTV
blends perfectly with any bedroom.



Perfect
for any bedroom
Upgrade your bedroom with our exclusively 
designed TV for relaxation. Enjoy your favorite 
shows from the comfort of your bed. 

With its sleek design, BedroomTV
blends perfectly with any bedroom.

Soft nightlight for soothing evenings



Structure of the new clusters
KidsTV KitchenTV

Resolution

Color

Frameless

Design

Night Light

Wall mount in the kit

Smoke Detection

Child-friendly design

Super contrast control

SRC+DAP

Dolby Audio

KIVI MEDIA

OS

Chromecast

Wi-Fi/Bluetooth

3 years display warranty

slim slim

AndroidTV 11AndroidTV 11



LINE-UP 2024



Unique frameless design 
created by three design houses



Elegant from 
top to bottom

2.6 mm
Frameless
front bezel Minimalistic 

in every line

Ergonomic 
& convenient

32-65” Frameless models

White colour
available





Clear image with 
maximum details 

U L T R A  C L E A R

Automatic local contrast 
control technology

S U P E R  C O N T R A S T  
C O N T R O L

Making SDR content 
as colourful as possible

M A X  V I V I D

Flawless, seamless work trough all 
apps and sources. Auto recognition 
of HDR Content.

Great gaming experience

A L L M  &
G A M E  M O D E



Fixes low frame rate video content 
and makes it smooth





Clear and deep sound with 
calibrated speakers

*availability depends on the model

Real-time audio output 
processing with DAP*





Modern, powerful SoC
30% better compared to market average.

New GPU pushes
features limit forward
Making available MEMC, ALLM, 
and other technologies possible

From fast to

performance
STABLE FAST 



The newest version 
of most popular systemBiggest Appstore 

for any task

OS build around 
Google ecosystem

Fast, stable, reliable, 
perspective

Easy to use
UI/UX

Great
compatibility

Expandable 
memory

11





Sensitive microphoneBluetooth LE

Superior reliability

Quiet buttons Glowing label

Great ergonomics





We are confident in the quality of our 
products and we want our customers 
to be confident that the most expensive 
part of their device is reliable

panel polarizers backlight



Line-up 2024



Line-up 2024

Modern quality 
of picture and sound

HDR,
MEMC, 
Max Vivid, 
Super contrast 
control

ALLM, 
Game mode

Exclusive 
frameless 
design

3 years 
display 
warranty

Unique 
content out 
of the box

Actually
great
remote

Modern, fast 
and functional system

Loyal 
customer 
service



Room by Room.

Better.


